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Summary

This expert opinion is prepared by Ing. Martin Solka of Solka Engineering GmbH. I was
trained as an electrification engineer by the Austrian Federal Railways (Österreichische
Bundesbahnen or ÖBB, with a tradition of main line electrification going back over 100
years). Between 2002 and 2016 I have worked on internbational electrification projects for
Balfour Beatty Rail GmbH, including extensive electrication of existing heavy railways in
Austria (2002-2007). I have worked as Deputy Project Leader on the electrical aspects of the
new Gotthard Base Tunnel and connections (2010-2016) (design speed 250km/h) and
between 2007 and 2010 as Project Manager (Electrification) for the 1000km High Speed Line
frpm Wuhan to Guangzhou (China) (design speed 350km/h). Since 2014 I have been the
representative of Balfour Beatty Rail GmbH on the CENELEC Working Group for OCL
Standard EN50119: Railway applications. Fixed installations. Electric traction overhead
contact lines (the European stanadard on which Network Rail base their BS EN 50119). I thus
have extensive experience of electrification projects like the Great Western Main Line as
well as experience of evolving and implementating relevant international standards.
After considering all received technical specifications and safety-related standards and laws
we can confirm that the suggested OCR solution of a solid conductor rail beneath a retained
bridge will fulfil the all criteria and standards for a good quality of current collection for the
dynamic interaction between pantograph and OCL for an operation speed of 160 km/h
(100mph) (the EU and UK standard limit for un-manned level crossings such as those at
Steventon).
Solka Engineering understand that a derogation exists that allows trains to pass the
Steventon level crossings at an elevated speed of up to 200 km/h (125mph). Because of the
facing and trailing points where the railway changes from 2 tracks to four at Steventon and
the distance to / from the station and junctions at Didcot Parkway station, the likelihood of
any trains passing Steventon at speeds significantly greater than 160 mk/h (100mph) is
considered low, even with the benefits of electrification. With the excellent characteristics of
the BR Brecknell Willis High Speed pantograph (specified for the new Hitachi class 800 and
801 IEP bi-mode fleet constructed for fleet operation of this route) and its record of safe use
at speeds of up to 250km/h (150mph) on non-TSI-compliant routes electrified before the
introduction of the TSI (notably the UK East Coast and West Coast Main Lines) it should be
possible to derrogate the contact wire gradient to allow for speeds significantly in excess of
160 mk/h (100mph), if needed.
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Alternatively, it should normally prove possible to carry out:
• a track-lower to make bigger the clearances under the Steventon bridge or over the
Stocks Lane level crossing;
• use a neutral section of contact wire /rail under the bridge or over the Stocks Lane
level crossing to allow for reduced clearances (considered in the TUC report);
• to derogate for reduced clearances in the way that the Steventon level crossings are
already derogated for higher speeds than are permitted by UK and EU standards
• To provide for reduced clearances over the Stocks Lane level crossing using a physical
barrier, signs and ‘cow bells’ and / or
• To raise the Steventon bridge through jacking.

Based on Solka Engineering’s experience for electrification of overhead catenary systems
(OCS) and interpreting the results of several simulations for dynamic interaction between
pantographs and overhead conductor rail (OCR) as well as overhead contact line (OCL) Solka
Engineering offers the following conclusion:
The advice of Sola Engineering GmbH is that the case for the rebuilding of Steventon Bridge
and / or the closure of Stocks Lane level crossing is not proven.
Any benefits that might be gained may be met by other means that are less expensive and
less disruptive.
Under such circumstances, our advice is that the very high cost of a new Steventon bridge is
not good use of public money.
More detail relating to
a) The vertical track alignment
b) The existing depth of ballast
c) Any existing underground drainage systems
Would enable an optimum track lowering scheme to be devised to meet current UK
standards.
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Introduction

The purpose of this brief report is to investigate the local conditions in Steventon,
Oxfordshire in terms of the structural aspects of the electrification of the Great Western
Mainline. This report is informed by
•

Steventon Bridge: Electrification Options Review (PBA, March 2018)

•

GWRM Option Selection Report for Electrification through Steventon High Street
Bridge (CH2M Hill, 24 May 2017)

•

NHPP 7026 Avoidance of Bridge Demolition of Listed railway Overbridges (TUC Rail,
20 March 2015) and

•

Network Rail Commentary on NHPP 7026 Avoidance of Bridge Demolition of Listed
Railway Overbridges (24 June 2015).

This study specifically examines using a solid conductor rail under Steventon bridge to gain
additional height over the level crossings. This study does not include the consideration of
neutral sections (simple or switched – considered in detail for Steventon in the TUC report
for Historic England: NHPP 7026 Avoidance of Demolition of Listed railway Overbridges (TUC,
2015)). It also does not consider bridge jacking (led in the UK by Freyssinet, winner of
Network Rail’s Avoidance of Bridge Demolition project).
Steventon has a unique situation; it is crossed by a high speed railway in the middle of the
village. There are three connections between both parts of the village, two level crossings
(Causeway and Stock Lane, approx. 281m apart) and one Road overbridge (Steventon Road,
approx. 388m from Stock Lane Crossing), see Figure 1. The railway line crossing the village is
part of the Great Western Main Line (GWML) between London, Bristol and South Wales. The
nearest stations are Didcot Parkway, about 5km east and Swindon, about 28km west.
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Figure 1: Map of Steventon
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Input data

According to the design guides of the Office of Rail Regulation, the maximum speed at the
un-manned level crossings should not be greater than 100mph (160kmh), although a
derogation exists at Steventon to allow for higher speed. Nevertheless, because of the unmanned level crossings, as well as points at Steventon (4 tracks narrowing to 2 tracks) and
the proximity of the station and complex junctions at Didcot, it is assumed that the normal
maximum operating speed in the village of Steventon are not normally much more than
160km/h (100mph).

Figure 2: Steventon Road overbridge

Due to its historically caused low height, it will not be possible to install the contact wire at
standard height under the Steventon Road overbridge (see Figure 2). Therefore, it will be
necessary to lower the contact wire height in the area around and under the bridge.
According to regulations, the minimal design contact wire height in such cases is 4315mm
above top of rail. This is opposed to the requirements for level crossings. The minimal
contact wire height for footpath and bridle path level crossings is equal to 5200mm. The
height limit for road level crossings in the UK was 5.6 metres, but has recently been raised to
require a minimum height of 5800mm 1, although there are historic exceptions. The UK
1

GL/RT1210 - AC Energy Subsystem and Interfaces to Rolling Stock Subsystem
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standard is exceptional. The corresponding EU standard for level crossings (contained in
EN50122:11) allows for a minimum height of 5.5m without derrogation, in spite of European
trains being taller than those in the UK.
In the following simplified assumptions, a minimum contact wire height of 4315 mm is
assumed beneath the bridge. Through the help of precise design, the value can be further
optimized (full utilization of the electrical safety distance, rail profile with particularly low
height, optimization of the mounting). A graphical analysis of the situation under the bridge
assuming the following boundary conditions (Table 1) is presented in Figure 3.
The graphical analysis shows that, under the assumed boundary conditions, the electrical
safety criteria are fulfilled. A further increase of the contact wire height might be even
possible.

Figure 3: Graphic analysis

The width of the boundary line for the passage of the pantograph includes the
following horizontal influencing variables:
- Width of the pantograph,
- pantograph vibration,
- pantograph deflection in curves,
- displacement due to vehicle’s position in the curve, taking into account the
track gauge,
- displacement due to vehicle’s lateral inclination on canted tracks,
- displacement due to track irregularities,
- electrical minimum distances in the air.
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Source

ID

Doc.-No.:

1

GL/RT1210 - AC Energy
Subsystem and Interfaces to
Rolling Stock Subsystem

2

BS EN 50367:2012 - Railway
1600mm pantograph width
applications. Current collection
systems. Technical criteria for the
interaction between pantograph
and overhead line

3

GM/RT2149 - Requirements for
130mm pantograph sway
Defining and Maintaining the Size
of Railway Vehicles

4

GE/RT8073 - Requirements for
the Application of Standard
Vehicle Gauges

5

BS EN 50119:2009 - Railway
150mm minimal dynamic clearance for 25kV
applications. Fixed installations.
Electric traction overhead contact
lines

6

product data sheet (Rail Power
Systems, Furrer+Frey)

110mm high overhead conductor rail

7

assumption based on the
Network Rail presentation 201701-16

Clearance at Steventon Road Overbridge (top of rail):

4315mm contact wire height (4165 mm + tolerances)

loading gauge W6a

Down main: 4752mm
Up main: 4807mm

8

BS EN 50119:2009 - Railway
maximum change of gradient of 1.7 ‰ (1/600)
applications. Fixed installations.
Electric traction overhead contact
lines

9

definition

catenary wire fixed to the bridge

10 ORR guide for managers,

Automatic crossings (including automatic half barrier crossings
(AHBC)). The speed of trains over the crossing should not exceed
100 mph.

11 risk assessment

Provision of mechanical height gauges. These gauges shall restrict
the maximum height of road vehicles using the crossing, and shall
be set to a height which maintains the appropriate clearance
below the ‘minimum height. Also Special warnings to road users
shall also be provided.

designers and operators, The
Office of Rail Regulation

Table 1: References and used data
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Proposed solution

An often-implemented transition type with small tunnels or bridges is the direct transition
from the overhead contact wire (CW) to a solid overhead conductor rail (OCR). The contact
wire is fed directly into the overhead conductor rail. The contact wire is secured by a
tensioning clamp integrated in the OCR.
Particular attention must be paid to the electrical distance between the insulator and the
conductor rail or the tunnel ceiling.
Since the OCR is a solution without any wire lift (unlike a normal contact wire), the available
space can be optimally utilised (up to the minimum electrical clearance). This solution is
widely common and used for similar problems in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and
elsewhere.

Figure 4: Direct transition & contact wire reinforcement
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Due to the line speed it is advisable to realize a direct transition from CW to OCR with
increasing stiffening of the CW before and after the bridge (see Figure 5). This will limit the
contact force peaks to a minimum. The prospective contact forces can and should be
determined by means of special software before construction.

Figure 5: Principle direct transition OCL/OCR

With a known contact wire height under the bridge and the known speed of the train, the
contact wire height at the Stock Lane level crossing can be calculated. The maximum
possible gradient specified by the European standards (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Variation in contact wire height 2

2

BS EN 50119:2009 - Railway applications. Fixed installations. Electric traction overhead contact lines
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Based on a speed of 100mph (160kph), a maximum change of gradient of 1.7 ‰ (1/600) is
allowed. The maximum gradient would be 3.3 ‰ (1/300). The height curve between
Steventon Road bridge and Stock Lane Crossing calculated with these data is shown in Table
2 (pole positions assumed).
Name
CW-Hight [mm] Gradient (to next point) Position [m] Distance to next point [m]
Start Steventon Road Bridge
4315
0
0
4.29
End Steventon Road Bridge
4315
0
4.29
10.00
Pole 1
4315
0.17%
14.29
35.00
Pole 2
4373
0.33%
49.29
45.00
Pole 3
4523
0.33%
94.29
45.00
Pole 4
4673
0.33%
139.29
45.00
Pole 5
4823
0.33%
184.29
45.00
Pole 6
4973
0.33%
229.29
45.00
Pole 7
5123
0.33%
274.29
45.00
Pole 8
5273
0.33%
319.29
35.00
Pole 9
5390
0.33%
354.29
28.00
Pole 10
5483
0.33%
382.29
10.00
Start Stocklane Crossing
5517
0.33%
392.29
5.17
End Stocklane Crossing
5534
0.33%
397.46
12.83
Pole 11
5577
0.33%
410.29
35.00

Table 2: Height of contact wire with line speed 100mph

The calculated contact wire height at Stock Lane Crossing is 5517mm. This means it could
stay in unrestricted service for road vehicles under European regulations, but not under the
more stringent UK regulations. It could stay open for pedestrians and for road vehicles
subject to a height restriction. The Causeway level crossing could stay open for unrestricted
road use.
It is to be assumed that with a precise design and the utilization of the reserves under the
bridge, the contact wire height in the area of Stock Lane Crossing can be approached to
approximately 5.6 m (the UK standard prior to December 2014 – see Electrical Protective
Provisions for Electrified Lines - Railway Group Standard GE/RT8025 (Issue One) (October
2001)) without departing from EU and UK standards on contact wire gradient.
5
5.1

OCR System
Layout of the overhead conductor rail

The overhead conductor rail consists of a hollow section into which a contact wire is
clamped on the underside. The individual conductor rail sections have standard
supplied lengths of 10 and 12 m. Any other length can be manufactured. At the ends of
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each conductor rail section there are 4 holes on each side of the profile. In order to
connect the individual pieces together, two connection plates are pushed into the
profile, which are attached to the profiles with a total of 16 bolts.
At the end of the bridge, the conductor rail usually merges into an overhead contact
system.
5.3

Basics

The essential limit values for the current load in the overhead contact line system
conforming to TSI have been taken from EN 50388 and summarized in Table 3.
The current measurement of the overhead conductor rail takes into account the
maximum temperatures of the contact wire according to EN 50149.
Ambient temperature

-30°C to 40°C

Wind speed

0.2 m/s

Contact wire wear

35%

Initial temperature

35°C

Max. permissible constant contact wire temperature

80°C

Table 3 Limit values

5.4

Current carrying capacity

The requirements towards the overhead conductor rail as well as the system
components for electrical connection in the form of a parallel guide and a dilation have
been inspected as follows:
-

at a constant thermal current of 2 400 A

-

at a thermal short circuit current of

-

for AC: 40 kA, 300 ms

-

for DC: 88 kA, 100 ms and

-

at a dynamic short circuit surge current

-

of AC 120 kA for arrangement with return conductor cable at a distance of 0.9
m as well as

-

for DC 125 kA via a return conductor routed at a greater distance.
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According to the results, the OCR system can be used as an overhead conductor rail
with all supply systems specified by TSI:
-

AC 25 kV 50 Hz
AC 15 kV 16.7 Hz
DC 3 000 V
DC 1 500 V

at a travelling speed of up to 220 km/h (140 mph).
The examination also showed that the results are not limited to the applied AC 100
contact wire, but that all common contact wire cross sections can be used without
restriction. Contact wires can thus be selected according to service life aspects, for
example.
Based on a speed of 125mph (200kph) a maximum change of gradient of 1 ‰ (1/1000) is
allowed, the maximum gradient would of (1/500) will be necessary. In this case it is
recommended to simulate the overhead contact system according EN 50318 with validated
simulation tool - for example with catmos (Balfour Beatty).

5.5

Air gaps, clearances

Clearances between live parts of the contact line and structures or vehicles are
defined in EN 50 119.
A distinction is made between the static and dynamic approach. This information
assumes that it is highly likely that an overvoltage surge will not occur in case of a
short-term approach. For insulators, the first shield after the earthed insulator cap is
assumed to determine the clearances.
Nominal voltage

TSI

Statical
approach
mm

mm

25

X

270

150

1000

15

X

150

100

600

3

X

150

50

120

1.5

X

100

50

120

0.75

--

100

50

120

Un
kV

Dynamic
approach

Creepage
distance

Table 4 Minimum air gaps and creepage distances
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Insulator creepage distances

Taking into account the operating conditions for fixed systems as defined in EN
50124-1, the creepage distance of the insulators or other insulating components
used, between earthed and live parts, usually determines the values in Table 6.

Operating conditions

Creepage
distance

Usual operating conditions

24-33 mm / kV

Adverse operating conditions

36-40 mm / kV

Highly adverse operating conditions

> 48 mm / kV

Table 5 creepage distances

Deviations from these values are possible when using certain insulation materials.
Insulators made of composite material are used for the support points of the overhead
conductor rail. Various standard versions are available for this purpose, which differ in terms
of creepage distances and insulation voltage.

5.7

Insulation coordinates

The electrical values listed in Table 4 are specified in the following
standards: Rated voltage Un (EN 50163, table 1)
Rated insulation voltage UNm (EN 50124-1, Table D. 1)
Rated surge voltage UNi (EN 50124-1, Table
A. 2) withstand voltage Ua (EN 50124-1,
Table B. 1):

Nominal voltage

TSI
Un
kV

Rated
insulation voltage
UNm
kV

Overvoltage
category

Rated surge
voltage
UNi
kV

Powerfrequency test
voltage
Ua

25

X

27.5

OV4

200

95

15

X

17.25

OV4

125

50

3

X

3.6

OV4

30

14

1.5

X

1.8

OV4

15

6.9
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0.75

--

0.9

OV4

8

3.6

Table 6 Insulation coordinates

5.8

Dynamic interaction between pantograph and OCR

Below stated the reference values and limits set by TSI Energy and the referenced standards.
These values have been used for the evaluation:
− Mean value of contact force Fm:

119.1 N for 180 km/h (160+10%)

− Standard deviation σ:

< 0.3 * Fm,

− Statistical Minimum Fm – 3 * σ:

> 0 N,

− Statistical Maximum Fm + 3 * σ:

≤ 350 N.

6

Alternatives

The above has demonstrated that with an overhead conductior rail (OCR) under Steventon
bridge a derrogation from standard wopuld be required, either in the contact wire gradient
profile or the contact wire height over the Stocks Lane level crossing, if the latter were to
remain in unrestricted road use, particularly for rail speeds significantly greater than
160km/h (100mph).
With the excellent character of the BR Brecknell Willis High Speed pantograph (specified for
the new Hitachi class 800 and 801 IEP bi-mode fleet constructed for fleet operation of this
route) and its safe use at speeds of up to 250km/h (150mph) on non-TSI-compliant routes
electrified before the introduction of the TSI (UK East Coast and West Coast Main Lines) it
should be possible to derrogate the contact wire gradient for speeds greater than 160 mk/h
(100mph).
International developments of active or dynamic (rather than passive) pantographs
(including the BR Brecknell Willis High Speed Dynamic pantograph (sponsored by the RSSB)),
will very soon bring pantographs that adjust automatically for consistent contact force and
eliminate arcing, thus allowing acceleration of trains on pre-TSI routes and through
derrogated locations.
(See http://www.railwaygazette.com/news/technology/single-view/view/smarterpantograph-developed.html http://www.railtechnologymagazine.com/Rail-Industry-Focus/rssb-unveils-trailblazing-closed-loop-dynamic-pantograph
http://www.stemmann.com/en/about_us/latest_news/news_view&news=5
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With the enhanced character and the information gathered for pantograph maintenance, it
is clear there will be a programme to replace existing BR Brecknell Willis High Speed
pantographs with BR Brecknell Willis High Speed Dynamic pantographs (or international
eqivalent).
Alternatively, while not in the scope of this study, it would normally be possible to carry out:
• a track-lower to make bigger the clearances under the Steventon bridge or over the
Stocks Lane level crossing;
• use a neutral section of contact wire /rail under the bridge or over the Stocks Lane
level crossing to allow for reduced clearances; and / or
• To raise the Steventon bridge through jacking (see http://freyssinet.co.uk/elevarchistructe-award-outstanding-value/ ).
7

Conclusion

This expert opinion is prepared by Ing. Martin Solka of Solka Engineering GmbH. I was
trained as an electrification engineer by the Austrian Federal Railways (Österreichische
Bundesbahnen or ÖBB, with a tradition of main line electrification going back over 100
years) and have extensive experience of electrification projects similar to the Great Western
Main Line as well as experience of evolving and implementating relevant international
standards.
Based on Solka Engineering’s experiences for electrification of overhead catenary systems
(OCS) and interpreting the results of several simulations for dynamic interaction between
pantographs and overhead conductor rail (OCR) as well as overhead contact line (OCL) Solka
Engineering offers the following conclusion.
After considering all received technical specifications and safety-related standards and laws
we can confirm that an OCR solution comprising a solid conductor rail beneath a retained
bridge will fulfil the all criteria and standards for a good quality of current collection for the
dynamic interaction between pantograph and OCL for an operation speed of 160 km/h
(100mph) (the EU and UK standard limit for un-manned level crossings such as those at
Steventon).
There is no reason to believe that such an arrangement would not leave adequate height
clearance over the Stocks Lane level crossing to allow it to remain open for pedestrian use. It
could remain in unrestricted use for road vehicles under current EU standards (and under
Network Rail standards as they were before October 2001), or for road vehicles subject to a
derogation (4.0m maximum vehicle height restriction to traffic).
Solka Engineering understand that a derogation exists that allows trains to pass Steventon’s
un-manned level crossings at an elevated speed of 200 km/h (125mph). Because of the
facing and trailing points where the railway goes from 2 tracks to four at Steventon and the
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distance to / from the station and junctions at Didcot Parkway station, the likelihood of any
trains passing Steventon at speeds significantly greater than 160 mk/h (100mph) must be
low, even with the benefits of electrification.
With the excellent characteristics of the BR Brecknell Willis High Speed pantograph
(specified for the new Hitachi class 800 and 801 IEP bi-mode fleet constructed for fleet
operation of this route) and its record of safe use at speeds of up to 250km/h (150mph) on
non-TSI-compliant routes electrified before the introduction of the TSI (notably the UK East
Coast and West Coast Main Lines) it should alternatively be possible to derrogate the
contact wire gradient to allow for speeds in excess of 160 mk/h (100mph). The development
of active or dynamic (rather than passive) pantographs will result in the standardisation of
pantographs that automatically adjust to ensure consistent contact force and eliminate any
possibility of arcing, thus allowing further acceleration of trains on pre-TSI routes and
through derrogated locations.
Alternatively, while outside the scope of this study, it would normally prove possible to
further improve clearances through:
• a track-lower to make bigger the clearances under the Steventon bridge or over the
Stocks Lane level crossing; or
• use of a short neutral section under the bridge or over the level crossing; or
• To raise the Steventon bridge through jacking.
My professional advice is that the case for the rebuilding of Steventon Bridge and / or the
closure of Stocks Lane level crossing is not proven. Any benefits that might be gained may be
met by other means that are less expensive and less disruptive.
Under such circumstances, the advice of Solka Engineering GmbH is that the disruption of a
new Steventon bridge is not justified and that its replacement would not be a good use of
public money.
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List of Abbreviations

Abbreviation

Unit

CW

Contact wire

FOCL

Flexible Overhead Contact Line

ROCL

Rigid Overhead Contact Line

OCR

Overhead Conductor Rail

OCL

Overhead Contact Line

OSS110

RPS OCR Profile

PA

Pantograph

RPS

Rail Power Systems GmbH

FKmax

Absolute maximum of contact force

FKmin

Absolute minimum of contact force

FM

N

Mean value of contact force

σ

N

Standard deviation of contact force

TSI

9

Technical Specification of Interoperability
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Appendix 4

Reference: Steventon Overbridge

Vale of White Horse District Council
FAO: Emily Hamerton
135 Eastern Avenue
Milton Park
Milton
OX14 4SB

Communities
County Hall
New Road
Oxford
OX1 1ND
Owen Jenkins
Director for Infrastructure Delivery
01 March 2018

Dear Emily
STEVENTON OVERBRIDGE
Oxfordshire County Council (OCC) are the designated Highway Authority in Oxfordshire and as
such has the responsibility to review and approve all road closures throughout the County. This
includes all the adopted roads in Steventon, including High Street, Steventon. It would be
required as an addition to any planning approvals the District Council may provide if road
closures are needed. This would be required to support a development such as the proposed
bridge demolition and its replacement in Steventon by Network Rail.
Network Rail would need to formally apply to OCC for such a temporary road closure to enable
their works and the bridge rebuild, providing suitable diversion routes for traffic, which normally
utilises the highway over the bridge for the requested closure period.
OCC will progress the Temporary Traffic Regulation Order (TTRO) request, and will be
coordinated against other activities impacting on the road network. The TTRO will be advertised
in the local press, in this case the Oxford Times and key stakeholders are informed so alternative
arrangements should they be required can be made.
Yours sincerely

Richard Warren BEng CEng MICE MBA
Strategic Manager – Project Delivery – HS2 Project Lead – Fulscot Project Sponsor
Oxfordshire County Council
Email: Richard.Warren@oxfordshire.gov.uk
Mob: 07748 112169
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